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We simplify your daily work – that’s the promise backing every industrial marking and identification solution from Phoenix Contact. The MARKING system portfolio includes intuitive marking software, various marking systems, and suitable materials for all applications, as well as comprehensive services.

Your advantages

✓ Everything from a single source, from planning right through to the finished marking
✓ High-quality results in no time with perfectly coordinated components
✓ Time savings with rapid integration of our software and devices into your existing structures

Marking systems

MARKING system offers three identification technologies for different durability requirements as well as devices for stationary and mobile use. Whether manual or automated identification, all systems provide intuitive support when creating markings.

Services

Expert support for any pre-sales, sales, or after-sales issues. Whether by email, phone, or directly on site – we are here to assist you at any time with our individual services.
Marking software
User-friendly marking software for all target groups with application-specific functions – from fully comprehensive desktop software to identification directly on site with the MARKING system app.

Marking materials
MARKING system covers every application with a variety of marking materials. When it comes to marking terminals, wires and cables, equipment, and plants, versions are available to meet every requirement.
Marking software
The easy way to your marking solution

Comprehensive data for the creation of all marking files is the basis for an efficient and straightforward marking process. MARKING system provides digital solutions for every application. Design your markings at your workstation with the MARKING system software or use the MARKING system app for mobile use on site.

Your advantages

✓ Reduced workload with data import from E-CAD programs and popular spreadsheet formats
✓ Central control and management of all marking systems from the MARKING system software
✓ Seamless processes from planning through to production ensured by the interface to clipx ENGINEER
MARKING system software
With the MARKING system software, you can create marking files easily and conveniently on your laptop or desktop PC. All of our printing systems, as well as standard office printers, can be controlled.

MARKING system app
The MARKING system app features a unique, mobile interface for the smart, networked selection and creation of marking files. The app is available for Android and iOS.

Identification on site
Together with the battery-powered mobile marking systems of the THERMOMARK GO SERIES, creating clearly legible and durable marking solutions could not be easier.
Marking systems for every requirement
Manual or automated industrial identification

The right marking system is available to meet all of your requirements in terms of application, location of use, and marking durability. Choose between manual identification with the laser marking system, UV LED printer, and thermal transfer printer or automated identification with the THERMOMARK E SERIES. It is the world’s first modular system that automates the printing, separation, and applying of markings.

Your advantages

✓ Easy operation and intuitive menu navigation via integrated touch displays
✓ Suitable marking systems for all of your applications
✓ Our mobile marking systems enable identification directly in the field
✓ Comprehensive software for all marking systems from Phoenix Contact
Stationary identification
The TOPMARK NEO laser marking system, BLUERMARK printers with UV LED technology, and various thermal transfer printers offer suitable solutions for manual, stationary identification.

Mobile identification
With our mobile marking systems, you can make tasks and work processes more independent and flexible. Print the required marking at your desk or directly at the site of your application.

Automated identification
With the THERMOMARK E SERIES, you can combine the thermal transfer printer with one of four applicators for automated wire and cable identification or the identification of entire terminal strips.
Marking material for every application
Versatile and precise

Our marking systems enable permanent and standard-compliant identification – from individual components to the entire plant. This will demonstrate your high quality standards. Our marking materials, which are optimally suited to your application, ensure sustainable safety and clarity. Their individual fit and high resistance guarantee durability, even against extreme environmental influences.

Your advantages
✓ Comprehensive selection of materials for marking terminals, wires and cables, equipment, and plants
✓ Flexible use in every environment thanks to numerous materials and mounting types
✓ Durability due to exceptional resistance to environmental influences
Exceptional quality
Phoenix Contact marking materials also withstand extreme environmental influences. The high quality of our products has been proven in a multitude of tests in accordance with internationally recognized standards and directives.

Flexible use
Whether adhered, screwed, riveted, or latched in place, all methods for attaching your markings are covered.

Unrivalled variety
Whatever the requirements and ambient conditions, we can provide you with a system solution tailored to your needs consisting of the appropriate marking technology, print medium, and material.
Tailored services
Expert partner for identification

As a system provider for industrial marking, we will create comprehensive, individual solutions that are optimally tailored to your needs. We will provide comprehensive support and expert advice in integrating the MARKING system into your working routine – including on site. Naturally, we are also available for quick and straightforward help – with services that simplify your work.
Your advantages

☑ Everything from a single source: Phoenix Contact covers your individual system solution
☑ Targeted support from our expert Service employees
☑ Less time lost thanks to short processing times and straightforward assistance directly on site
☑ Durable, sustainable solutions thanks to professional maintenance concepts and permanent availability of parts
☑ Optimal worldwide support thanks to our international service network

Always there for you
Whether by phone or email – we will deal with any issues that you have quickly and professionally. Our contact partners have extensive expertise, thus ensuring that you receive professional support.

Perfect start guaranteed
We will provide the ideal training for using our products and will set up your individual marking system so that it is perfect for you.

Quickly on site when needed
If you need our support, we will be there for you. We will be happy to help you, whether with maintenance work, repairs, or the replacement of devices at short notice.
Open communication with customers and partners worldwide

Phoenix Contact is a global market leader based in Germany. We are known for producing future-oriented products and solutions for the electrification, networking, and automation of all sectors of the economy and infrastructure. With a global network reaching across more than 100 countries with over 20,000 employees, we maintain close relationships with our customers, something we believe is essential for our common success.

Our wide range of innovative products makes it easy for our customers to implement the latest technology in a variety of applications and industries. This especially applies to the target markets of energy, infrastructure, industry, and mobility.

You can find your local partner at

phoenixcontact.com